where indexes c p, indicate mutual, passing ( p ) or a contrary (opposite) ( c ), orientation of a vector 0 g r of normal acceleration of a gravity and vector a r of acceleration of external force.
In distinction from "geometrical", the "field" concept of gravitation describes the gravitational interaction of bodies similarly to other kinds of physical interactions -electric and magnetic. Thus the concept of the "material" gravitational field related to sources -the gravitational mass -and characterized by the set of parameters (potential, velocity, impulse, moment) is considered. The advantage of the field, basically phenomenological concept of gravitation consists in an opportunity to use for its development some separate analogies of the gravitational and electromagnetic phenomena, and in their direct experimental check. Thus, gravitational fields, certainly, should have the properties similar, but not identical to properties of electromagnetic fields.
In [1] on the basis of the noted analogies the assumption of original reaction of the gravity force acting on a test body, on its acceleration a r caused by action of external not gravitational (for example, elastic) forces is put forward. Change g r ∆ of acceleration of the gravity, similar to the phenomenon of Faraday's induction law in view of Lenz' rule, is equal to
where indexes c p, indicate mutual, passing ( p ) or a contrary (opposite) ( c ), orientation of a vector 0 g r of normal acceleration of a gravity and vector a r of acceleration of external force.
Estimations of the order of value of dimensionless factors p α and c α , which the gravitational interrelation of gravitational and electromagnetic fields specify, were executed in mechanical experiments with weighing of two coupled mechanical rotors with the zero full mo-ment, with a horizontal axis of rotation, and in the analysis of the shock phenomena [2, 3] . By consideration of thermal chaotic movement of microparticles of solid bodies the consequence 1, in view of an inequality c p α α f , is the negative temperature dependence of gravity, also observed in the experiment [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In [8, 9] in the description of balance of the elastic (electromagnetic) and gravitational forces acting on the test mass on the part of remote mass (for example, stars), according to idea of E. Mach about the gravitational nature of inertial forces, the ratio between inertial ( i m ) and
Equation 2 shows the direct proportionality of inertial and gravity masses of a body, and the relation of theses masses, contrary to the known postulate of "geometrical" model of gravitation, generally speaking, is not a constant.
Equation 1 shows the relation of change of gravity acceleration with acceleration a r of external forces, in so doing it is necessary to take into account that the absolute size
of an increment of acceleration should also depend on magnitude 0 g of normal gravity acceleration.
Generally, in view of influence of forces of the gravitation caused by remote surrounding masses (stars), in movement of a test body on a vertical there should be carried out the equation
where g′ -a projection of acceleration of forces of gravitation on the part of the remote masses located in a solid angle π 2 , on the direction of the accelerated movement of body, and factors 
In oscillatory movement of this test body along the horizontal, its average inertial mass i m is equal to
In 4.5, the resulting magnitude g′ of projections of accelerations of gravity forces created by the remote masses in a solid angle π 2 , is believed constant and independent from the direction in space. The relative difference of "vertical" and "horizontal" inertial masses, taking 
Experimental estimations of magnitude of inertial mass anisotropy of a body can be made, comparing the periods of oscillations of linear mechanical oscillator with vertical and horizontal orientations of its axis. For the same purpose it is convenient to use the rotation oscillator, for
r r example a pendulum of high-quality mechanical balance watch, by changing orientation of the balance axis.
The period T of free oscillations of system a balance -spiral of mechanical watch is equal
where I -the moment of inertia of balance ( i m I ∝ ) and C -factor of elasticity of the spiral [10] .
According to 6,7, the period T of oscillations of balance in a vertical plane should be more than the period T of oscillations of balance moving in a horizontal plane, that is the ideal mechanical watch in position "on an edge" goes more slowly, than in position "flatwise".
The position-sensitivity of mechanical watch is influenced many factors, including, the moment of inertia of a spiral, conformity of an axis of rotation and the centre of inertia of a pendulum, friction in axes of a suspension bracket of a pendulum etc [11] . With high quality of watch and its careful adjustment, the influence of the specified factors can be reduced practically For reduction of an error of the measurements connected to reorientation of an axis of rotation of mechanical pendulum, more reliable results, probably, will be received in measurements of self-frequency of linear mechanical oscillator with horizontally located axis which direction can be changed in a non-uniform gravitational field of the Earth (for example, in mountains).
If the result shown in Fig. 2 gives a true estimation of magnitude order of a relative difference of inertial masses in horizontal and vertical directions, then, according to 8, gravitational field-intensity g′ created by all indefinitely remote masses located in a solid angle π 2 relative to a point of observation, the said intensity is approximately one thousand times the magnitude of normal acceleration of gravity on the surface of the Earth. In view of gravitational analogue of the Faraday's induction law 1, such rather strong "interstellar" gravitational field, apparently, is also the physical reason of inertial properties of bodies.
The precision measurements of anisotropy of inertial mass of bodies in a non-uniform gravitational field will confirm validity or an fallacy of the above estimation and as a consequence the validity of the phenomenological "field" concept of gravitation in the description of inertial properties of bodies.
